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Executive Summary: 
Dense Non-Aqueous Phase Liquid (DNAPL) such as trichloroethylene act as long term 
sources of groundwater contaminants and are difficult and expensive to remediate.  
DNAPL-contaminated sites are a significant financial liability for the Department of 
Energy and the private sector.  The objective of this study was to engineer reactive Fe0-
based nanoparticles with specialized polymeric coatings to make them mobile in the 
subsurface and to provide them with an affinity for the DNAPL/water interface.  The 
synthesis, characterization, and reactivity/mobility of the engineered particles, and a 
molecular dynamic model that predicts their behavior at the DNPAL/water interface are 
described in this report. 

The reactive core of the particles is a Fe0/Fe-oxide core shell particle.  Two types 
of particles were fully characterized to determine the particle properties most desirable 
for in situ remediation in terms of reactivity and lifetime.  The two nanoscale zerovalent 
iron (NZVI) particles evaluated were quite different in terms of reactivity with TCE and 
reactive lifetime.  NZVI made for the borohydride reduction process (Fe/B) had primary 
particles from 25 to 40 nm in diameter that were amorphous and contained up to 20 
atom % boron in the particles.  Their amorphous nature enabled them to active and use 
H2 for TCE reduction.  A second type of NZVI evaluated (RNIP) also have primary 
particle sizes of 40 to 60 nm, but were crystalline and could not activate and use H2 for 
TCE reduction.  Both types of NZVI aggregated in water to form fractal aggregates of 
particles with hydrodynamic diameters between 20 to 70 micrometers in <30 minutes.  
The rapid aggregation was due to the magnetic attractive forces between the particles.  
The rate of aggregation and the final aggregate size depended on the initial 
concentration of the particles in the slurry and their saturation magnetization.  This rapid 
aggregation to micron-sized aggregates, and subsequent sedimentation from 
suspension necessitated the use of surface modifiers to maintain stable suspensions of 
nanosized particles that could be transported through water-saturated porous media. 
 Physisorption of amphiphilic triblock copolymers synthesized by Atom Transfer 
Radical Polymerization (ATRP) and with the general structure poly(methacrylic acid)]-
[poly(alkyl methacrylate)]-[poly(styrene sulfonate)] enhanced the stability and mobility of 
NZVI suspensions through porous media, and provided the particles an affinity for the 
DNAPL/water interface.  The mass of polymer physisorbed to NZVI ranged from 1 to 4 
mg/m2 of particle surface area.  Increasing the solution ionic strength increased the 
sorbed mass of polymer.  The solution pH did not affect polymer sorption to the 
particles.  The type and degree of polymerization of each block affected the sorbed 
mass, indicating that polymer architecture influenced their sorption properties.  Once 
adsorbed, polymer desorption was negligible for up to 12 weeks. 
 The triblock copolymer modified nanoiron ranged in size from 100 to 200 nm as 
determined by dynamic light scattering.  The triblock copolymer coating increased the 
dispersion stability, enabling ~50% of the particles to remain suspended for weeks to 
months.  The stability enhancement was increased by increasing the polystyrene 
sulfonate block degree of polymerization.  The triblock copolymer coatings provided the 
NZVI an affinity for the NAPL/water interface, as evidenced by the ability of the coated 
particles to emulsify TCE whereas uncoated particles could not.  Brownian dynamic 
models were developed to predict the behavior of polymer coated particles at the 
DNAPL/water interface.  These models indicate that the polymer architecture, in terms 
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of block type and degree of polymerization can be tuned to achieve specific targeting 
affinity. 
 There were notable differences in the reactivity with TCE between the types of 
NZVI evaluated.  NZVI made from the borohydride reduction method had higher TCE 
dechlorination rates and yielded primarily the saturated reaction product ethane, where 
RNIP made from a different process had slower (but still rapid) dechlorination rates and 
yielded primarily unsaturated reaction intermediates (acetylene) and products ethane.  
The less saturated products formed by RNIP indicate the potential for a higher yield, i.e. 
TCE dechlorinated per mass of NZVI, as reduction to acetylene and ethene requires 
fewer electron than reduction to ethane. 

TCE reduction and H2 evolution (reduction of H+) are competing processes.  H2 
evolution was first order with respect to [H+] and the Fe0 content of the particles, 
whereas TCE reduction was found to be aero order with respect to the Fe0 content of 
the particles and ~0.16 order with respect to [H+].  This indicates that H2 evolution will be 
rapid initially and slow over time, whereas the TCE reduction rate will remain stable over 
the lifetime of the particle.  H2 evolution was inhibited at TCE concentrations greater 
than 1.3 mM and more of the Fe0 was used to reduce TCE compared to application at 
TCE concentration less than 1.3 mM.  The reactive lifetime was only a few weeks at 
high TCE (oxidant) loadings compared to several months at low TCE concentration.  
The reactive lifetime of NZVI ranged from a few weeks at near neutral pH (6.5 to 7.5) 
and up to a year at pH≥8.  Groundwater dissolved solutes (5 mM) decreased the TCE 
reduction rate by up to a factor of 7, increasing in the order Cl-, SO4

2-, HCO3
-, H2PO4

-, 
but had no effect on H2 evolution.  Polymer modification of RNIP decreased its reactivity 
with TCE by up to a factor of 10, depending on the molecular weight of the polymer 
used.  These data indicate that NZVI reactivity with TCE should not be affected 
significantly by constituents in groundwater, however the site geochemistry (particularly 
pH) and oxidant loading are important considerations for predicting the reactive lifetime 
of the particles in field application. The use of NZVI in DNAPL source zones where TCE 
concentrations are high will increase the efficiency of Fe0 utilization.  Polymer 
modification is necessary for mobility of the particles, however, so there will be a 
tradeoff between mobility and reactivity as these modifiers lower the reactivity of the 
particles. 

Surface modification of NZVI is essential to enhancing their mobility in water 
saturated porous media.  Under normal groundwater conditions of ionic strength and 
ionic composition, the mobility of bare particles at 3 g/L is only a few centimeters 
whereas the mobility of polymer modified particles is 10’s to 100’s of meters.  The 
primary mode of filtration at high particle concentrations (3 g/L) is physical straining.  At 
low particle concentration (30 mg/L) the primary mode of filtration is attachment to the 
media grains. Mobility enhancement is a function of the modifier type and of the 
groundwater geochemistry, in particular the ionic strength and presence of divalent 
cations Ca2+ or Mg2+.  Low molecular weight surface modifiers that rely on electrostatic 
repulsions for enhanced mobility are affected by changes in groundwater geochemistry, 
while high molecular weight surface modifiers that afford electrosteric repulsions are not 
and can be effective at high salt concentrations.  Given that different modifiers respond 
differently to changes in ionic strength and composition, it is possible to tailor the 
properties of the surface modifier to the groundwater geochemistry in order to achieve a 
specified mobility, i.e. radius of influence from the injection point.
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1.0 Project Goals and Objectives 
This project addressed the need for methods to remove or degrade subsurface 
contaminants that are present as dense non-aqueous phase liquids (DNAPLs) and act 
as long-term sources of groundwater contamination.  The goal was to build on a 
particle-based approach to subsurface contaminant remediation that is based partly on 
the recent success in using nanoiron to degrade chlorinated compounds dissolved in 
groundwater, and knowledge of how colloids migrate in porous media.  The specific 
project objective was to engineer reactive Fe0-based nanoparticles with specific 
coatings to make them mobile in the subsurface and to provide them with an affinity for 
the DNAPL/water interface.  At the interface, the particles decompose DNAPL pollutants 
to non-toxic products.  Delivering reactive particles directly to the surface of the DNAPL 
will decompose the pollutant into benign materials, reduce the migration of pollutant 
during treatment, and reduce the time needed to remove residual pollution by other 
means, such as natural attenuation.   
 
Contributions from several basic science fields were used to advance a particle-based 
strategy for in situ DNAPL degradation by providing targeted delivery of reactive 
particles directly to the DNAPL.  Specific project elements included the following. 
 

1. Particle synthesis and characterization.  Synthesized reactive Fe0 particles that 
rapidly and efficiently dechlorinated TCE to harmless products. 

2. Particle surface modification.  Amphiphilic block copolymers were synthesized 
using ATRP and characterized, and the polymers were physisorbed to the 
particle surfaces. 

3. Polymer-coated particle characterization.  The physical and chemical properties 
of the polymer-coated particles were characterized, including their NAPL 
targeting ability. 

4. Particle reactivity analysis.  The efficacy and efficiency of Fe0 nanoparticles 
synthesized by different methods were determined.  The effect of water quality 
parameters and the adsorbed polymer coatings on the reactivity and efficiency 
were determined. 

5. Particle mobility.  The mobility and in situ water-DNAPL partitioning of particles in 
saturated porous media was determined using micro-model and intermediate 
scale experiments in porous media.  The effect of how physical, chemical, and 
hydrologic regimes existing in the subsurface affected nanoparticle migration was 
also determined. 

6. Particle-level computer model.  A predictive numerical model for the transport 
and DNAPL partitioning of surface modified nanoparticles in bench-scale and 
meso-scale experiments was developed. 

 
 
2.0  Project Accomplishments 
 The following describes the results obtained relating to each project objective and 
the implications of those results on the applicability of the nanoparticle-based 
remediation strategy for subsurface DNAPL source zones. 
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2.1.  Particle synthesis and characterization. 
Particle properties.  Two types of unmodified iron nanoparticles were investigated, 
Reactive Nanoscale Iron Particles (RNIP, supplied by Toda American, Inc.) and Fe0 
nanoparticles (Fe/B) synthesized in our laboratory using a slightly modified aqueous 
sodium borohydride reduction method previously reported Zhang, 2003; Liu et al, 
2005a). RNIP particles are synthesized commercially by reduction of Fe-oxides in H2 
gas followed by controlled exposure to water to generate a Fe0/Fe3O4 (core/shell), and 
available in large quantities.  To investigate the effects of structure (amorphous vs. 
crystalline) on the reactivity, one derivative of FeB, FeBcr, was obtained by annealing 
FeB at 400°C for 3 hours under pure H2.   
 
The iron particle sizes, morphology, and chemical information were determined by 
TEM/SAED, XRD, XPS, and N2-BET.  A summary of the characterization of the 
particles is shown in Table 1 (Liu et al., 2005b). 
 

Table 1. Summary of characterization of the nanoscale iron particles 
 FeB FeBcr RNIP 

Size 25-40nm 25-40nm 40-60nm 

SA 33.7m2/g 16.9m2/g 23m2/g 

Shell thickness 5-6 2.5-4 5-10 

Shell composition B: 5% 

Fe: 17% 

O: 53% 

B: 23% 

Fe: 4% 

O: 50% 

Fe: 26% 

O: 52-54% 

Crystallinity amorphous crystalline crystalline 

Fe0 content 86% 89% 27-70% 

B content 5.2% 5.1% 0% 

 
TEM (Figure 1) and BET show that size (25-60nm) and specific surface area (17-
34m2/g) are similar among the nanoscale particles investigated, and similar to others 
reported in the literature (Nurmi et al., 2005).  The initial Fe0 content measured using 1M 
HCl digestion is ~90% for fresh FeB and 27-70% for RNIP.  The large range in Fe0 
content was due to the age of the particles as the half life time for Fe0 in the particles 
was approximately 3 months (Liu and Lowry, 2006). The HRTEM indicated a core/shell 
morphology of all the RNIP, FeB, and FeBcr particles.  XRD demonstrated the 
amorphous structure of FeB whereas FeBcr and RNIP were crystalline (Figure 2).  SAED 
(or ED) of the particles confirmed the crystalline degree in each type of the particles.  As 
discussed below, the reactivity of the particles, and the ability of the particles to activate 
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and use H2(aq) was a function of the crystallinity of the particles.  The amorphous FeB 
was able to activate and use H2 whereas the crystalline forms of Fe0 were unable to.  
The degree of crystallinity also affected the reactive lifetime of the particles, with the 
crystalline particles being more resistant to rapid oxidation that the amorphous FeB 
particles.   
 Both particles synthesis methods produce Fe0 nanoparticles with similar sizes, 
surface areas, and reactivity with trichloroethylene (TCE).  However, the low cost and 
commercial availability of RNIP makes it an attractive Fe0 particle for use in field 
applications.  Because of this, RNIP particles were used in all of the follow on work 
relating to mobility and DNAPL targeting. 
 
 

a)     b) 

 
Figure 1. TEM images of fresh particles; a) Fe/B and b) RNIP 
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Figure 2.   XRD pattern of FeB, FeBcr and RNIP, ●: Fe3O4, ○: Fe0  
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Properties of aqueous suspensions of bare RNIP.  Bare RNIP was characterized for its 
Fe0 content, magnetic properties, zeta potential (Phenrat et al., 2006). These 
parameters govern particle-particle interaction and influence RNIP mobility in water-
saturated porous media. According to the remnant magnetization (Mr), saturation 
magnetization (Ms), and coercivity (Hc), obtained from the hysteresis cycle of the 
magnetization loop using SQUID, the ratio of Mr/Ms for RNIP is 0.13 while its Hc is 12.6 
mT. Based on these magnetic parameters, RNIP is classified as pseudo-single domain 
(0.1<Mr/Ms<0.5 and 10<Hc<15 mT). For RNIP with Fe0 content of 14.3% and 26%, the 
Ms is 570 and 741 kA/M, respectively. The zeta potentials of RNIP with 14.3 and 26% 
Fe0 are -31.7 mV (pH=7.5) and -38.8 (pH=8.5) in 1mM NaHCO3 and 1mM NaCl. 
Extended DLVO theory which takes into account the long-range magnetic attractive and 
van der Waals (Hamaker constant of RNIP = 10-19) forces against electrostatic 
repulsion, attraction overcomes repulsion for these particles and no energy barrier to 
aggregation exists. Thus, rapid aggregation is predicted. This is in good agreement with 
experimental results using Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) and Optical Microscopy 
which showed rapid aggregation of RNIP from single nanoparticles to micron size 
aggregates and further to inter-connected fractal aggregates. The rate of aggregation 
was a function of the particle concentration and the saturation magnetization of the 
particles (Figure 3). For RNIP with 14.3% Fe0 primary particles (average radius = 20 
nm) aggregate to micron-size aggregates in only 10 minutes, with average 
hydrodynamic radii ranging from 125 nm to 1.2 µm at a particle concentration of 2 
(volume fraction(ø=3.2 x10-7) and 60 mg/L (ø =9.5 x10-6), respectively. It should be 
noted that the number-averaged particle size distribution of bare RNIP also changes 
significantly as a function of time indicating that the majority of the bare RNIP population 
rapidly aggregates. Subsequently, these aggregates assemble themselves into fractal, 
chain-like clusters. At an initial concentration of just 60 mg/L and ionic strength or 1 mM, 
cluster sizes reach 20 to 70 µm in 30 minutes and are rapidly sedimented from solution 
(Phenrat et al., in press).  This rapid aggregation inhibited their mobility in water 
saturated porous media, necessitating the use of surface coatings to make the particles 
mobile. 
 
2.2. Particle surface modification. 
Polymer Coatings.  Fe0 nanoparticles are essentially immobile in saturated porous 
media (Saleh et al., 2007; Schrick et al., 2004) and thus require surface coatings to 
make them mobile.  These same surface coatings, if made amphiphilic, can be used to 
impart to the particles an affinity for the NAPL/water interface.  Amphiphilic triblock 
copolymers were synthesized using Atom Transfer Radical Polymerization (ATRP), 
which is well-known as a robust technique for control/living radical polymerization 
(Wang and Matyjaszewski, 1995; Matyjaszewski and Wang, 1995; Patten et al., 1996; 
Pyun and Matyjaszewski, 2001).  The resulting polymers were then adsorbed to the 
RNIP to create a Fe0 core-polymer shell particle that were able to partition to the 
DNAPL/water interface and were highly mobile and resistant to changes in ionic 
strength and composition.  The synthesis of polymers and characterization of the 
resulting polymer-modified RNIP are described here. 
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Preparation of well-defined block copolymers for the functionalization of iron 
nanoparticles.  To improve the stability of iron nanoparticles in water media and soil, the 
particles were functionalized with a triblock copolymer through interaction between a 
poly(methacrylic acid) segment and iron. The [poly(methacrylic acid)]-[poly(alkyl 
methacrylate)]-[poly(styrene sulfonate)] amphiphilic block copolymer is designed to 
allow the reduction of chlorinated solvents by the functionalized iron nanoparticles by 
placing them directly at the water/DNAPL interface.  Poly(methacrylic acid) (PMAA) is 
the anchoring block to the iron nanoparticles. Either poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) 
or poly(butyl methacrylate) (PBMA) was used as the hydrophobic block to improve the 
solubility of the nanoparticles in DNAPL and to protect the iron nanoparticle from 
oxidation during transport in the soil. Poly(styrene sulfonate) (PStS) block was used as 
the hydrophilic charged segment to allow prevent aggregation and attachment of the 
iron nanoparticles to soil grains and organic carbon and via electrosteric repulsions.  
The general structure for the polymer architecture is shown in Figure 4. 
 

RNIP (60 mg/L)

RNIP (2 mg/L)Hematite (73 mg/L)

Magnetite (69 mg/L)
Aggregate
s

Gelled aggregates 

Aggregate
s

Figure 3. Evolution of average RH of dominant size class as a function of 
time for RNIP (14.3% Fe0 and Ms = 570 kA/M), magnetite (Ms = 330 kA/M), 
and hematite(Ms = 14 kA/M). Last measured points for RNIP and magnetite 
become bimodal distribution with larger size due to gelation of aggregates. 
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Figure 4. Hydrophobic-hydrophilic triblock copolymers containing a short anchoring 
group.  Red-PAA anchoring block, Blue-PMMA or PBMA hydrophobic block, Pink-
hydrophilic sulfonated polystyrene block. 
 
 
 The triblock copolymers were prepared using ATRP as described in Figure 5. 
ATRP has been proven to be an efficient method for the preparation of polymers and 
copolymers with well defined chain length and architectures. Due to the instability of the 
copper catalyst used in ATRP towards acidic groups, this method involves two post-
functionalization reactions on a precursor polymer: sulfonation of polystyrene by acetyl 
sulfate to obtain a poly(styrenesulfonic) block, and hydrolysis of the ester bond of 
poly(tert-butyl methacrylate) to obtain the poly(methacrylic acid) anchoring block. Acetyl 
sulfate is known to be a quantitative sulfonation agent, provided it is used in large 
excess. Sulfonation degree was determined on polystyrene sulfonate using elemental 
analysis and was quantitative (98%). An example of evolution of GPC traces during 
each block extension is presented in the figure below. Clear shift of the molecular weight 
distribution at each step is observed, demonstrating the successful preparation of the 
block copolymer.  Polymers with similar architecture (Figure 4), but of different 
compositions were successfully synthesized by ATRP, and are described in Table 2 
(polymers used for functionalization of iron particles are in red). The polydispersity index 
(PDI) was low (below 1.6) at each step of the block copolymer synthesis, demonstrating 
the good control on the length of each constituting segment and architectures 
synthesized for this project are given in Table 2. Appropriate hydrophobic and 
hydrophilic polymer blocks for the intended purpose of surface modification are shown in 
red.  These polymers were used to study mobility, NAPL targeting, and their effects on 
reactivity.   
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Figure 5. Preparation scheme of triblock copolymer by ATRP 

 
 
 

Table 2. Composition and polydispersity of polymers prepared by ATRP 
Composition Mn (g/mol) PDI 

tBMA15 2160 1.16 
tBMA48 6800 1.26 

tBMA48-MMA17 8500 1.23 
MAA48-MMA17-StS650 125400 1.62 
MAA14-MMA57-StS80 24310 1.52 
MAA15-MMA64-StS75 23980 1.41 
MAA15-MMA60-StS150 39030 1.28 
MAA43-MMA26-StS597 131688 1.14 

MAA15-StS811 169196 1.40 
MAA15-BMA43-StS811 175302  
MAA47-MMA51-StS450 104474  
MAA41-MMA26-StS462 103594  

MMA45-StS609 129954  
 
Particle Surface Modification.  Sorption of the synthesized tri-block co-polymers to RNIP 
was measured by the solution depletion technique. For each isotherm, a fixed amount of 
iron was added to varying polymer concentrations in 1mM NaHCO3 and 1mM NaHCO3 
+ 50 mM NaCl solutions. The pH of these samples was between 7-8. The measured 
specific area was 4.93 m2/g.  A typical sorption isotherm at each ionic strength is shown 
in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Adsorption isotherms of PMAA15-PSS811 (  open circles) and PMAA15-
PBMA43-PSS811 (  closed circles) on RNIP. These samples were in 1 mM NaHCO3 + 
50 mM NaCl solutions.  
 
Several conclusions were drawn from the polymer sorption studies (Sirk et al., 
submitted).  First, all of the polymers synthesized adsorbed to the iron particles at 
concentrations of 1-3 mg/m2. When the ionic strength of the solution was increased, the 
surface excess concentration for each polymer also increased. This is due to the 
screening of the negative charges on the polymers by the additional salt. This screening 
reduces the repulsions between polymers that in turn increases the number of polymers 
adsorbed to the iron surface. The second conclusion is that the polymer architecture 
does have a measurable effect on the amount adsorbed to the iron surface. The 
presence of a hydrophobic block (either MMA or BMA) adds an additional driving force 
for adsorption that increases the total surface excess concentration by a factor of 2 to 3. 
This is evident in Figure 6 above. Also, by removing the PMAA anchor block, adsorption 
decreased by a factor of ~2 compared to polymers with similar architecture but that 
contained the PMAA block.   We have found no measurable desorption of the polymers 
from the particle surface indicating irreversible adsorption of these polymers. 
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2.3  Polymer-coated particle characterization and NAPL-water interface targeting. 
Polymer-modified particle characterization.  RNIP modified with two of the synthesized 
triblock copolymers were characterized in terms of size, surface charge, and stability 
(Table 3) (Saleh et al., 2005).  
 
Table 3. Polymer Properties and Mean DLS Particle Sizes and Electrophoretic Mobility 

Measured in a 1 mM NaHCO3 Solution (pH=7.4). 
 

 
 
In a 1mM NaHCO3 solution and 30 mg/L, bare RNIP ranged in size from 100 to 200 nm 
as determined by light scattering and have a measured electrophoretic mobility of -
2.3±0.15µmcm/Vs (Figure 7a). Bare RNIP has particle size varying from 100-200 nm 
(which is 2-10 times higher than the primary particle size). This was due to pre-existing 
aggregates that were unable to be separated by sonication. The particle size distribution 
shows the increase in particle size after modification. Modifying the particles with 
triblock copolymers increases their surface charge (Table 3) and, given the high 
molecular weight of those polymers, also provided steric repulsions that enhanced their 
colloidal stability (Figure 7b). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bare RNIP aggregated and rapidly sedimented from solution due to short range van der 
Waal’s interactions and other long-range forces attributed to the magnetic properties of 

Figure 7(a). DLS intensity data for 
bare and modified iron nanoparticles. 

Figure 7(b). Sedimentation curves for 
bare and modified iron nanoparticle 
dispersions (0.08 wt %) in water. 
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Fe0/Fe3O4 (Figure 7 (b)). Triblock copolymers with longer PSS chain demonstrated 
higher stability than the shorter PSS blocks. (Saleh et al., 2005; Phenrat et al., 2007). 
 
NAPL-water interfacial targeting.  Two types of polymer-modified particles were 
evaluated.  First was a PSS-modified silica nanoparticle (Saleh et al., 2005b).  Second 
was the triblock-copolymer modified RNIP (Saleh et al., 2005a).  To test the targeting 
ability of the polymer-coated particles, we measured their influence on the interfacial 
tension of the TCE/water interface. Figure 8 shows that PSS-Si particles decreased the 
TCE/water interfacial tension appreciably. For comparison, unmodified silica particles 
having approximately the same radius (50 nm) as that of the PSS-Si particles had no 
effect on the interfacial tension, as expected. This demonstrates that the grafted PSS 
chains penetrated the TCE/water interface as the particles adsorbed. PSS 
homopolymers in aqueous solution decreased the TCE/water interfacial tension to 22.5 
and 14.5 mN/m at concentrations of 1 and 5 mg/mL, respectively, confirming that PSS is 
surface active. 
  
 

 
Figure 8. TCE/water interfacial tension as a function of the particle concentration in 
water for (■) unmodified silica particles and (▲) PSS-grafted silica particles at room 
temperature. 
  
 
Further evidence for the interfacial targeting capabilities of the PSS-grafted particles 
was provided by emulsification experiments using TCE and heptane with PSS-Si 
particles. All emulsions formed were water continuous (based on the emulsion phase 
conductivity values that ranged from ~20 to 4000 µS/cm) suggesting that these particles 
produced non-invertible emulsions. Figures 9 (a)-(b) show representative optical 
micrographs of emulsions prepared with TCE and heptane.  Emulsion characteristic 
details are described in Saleh et al., (2005b). Emulsion characterization determined that 
emulsion phases with greater than 6 months stability were formed using only 0.04-0.07 
wt% PSS-Si. The analysis also concluded that a monolayer coverage of particles is a 
minimal requirement for emulsion stability in the system. The ability of these hydrophilic 
charged particles to function as emulsifiers was attributed to the hydrophobic character 
of the vinyl backbone.  
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Figure 9a. Optical micrograph of the  
TCE/water emulsion phase sampled  
from a preparation containing 0.75 mg/mL  
of PSS-Si particles and a 2.5:7.5  
TCE/water ratio. The emulsion phase is  
83% (v/v) TCE. 
 
Triblock copolymer-modified RNIP.  The triblock copolymers were designed with a 
specific architecture that provided them with amphiphilicity so that the modified RNIP 
can transport in groundwater as well as localize at NAPL/water interface. Emulsification 
experiments were performed to demonstrate NAPL/water targetability of polymer 
modified RNIP. Figure 10 (a)-(d) presents representative micrograph images showing 
emulsion droplets stabilized with modified RNIP. Fractionated and “raw” RNIP 
suspensions modified with triblock copolymers successfully emulsified NAPL, 
demonstrating the targetability of the surface modified particle. PSS homopolymer and 
diblock copolymer modified RNIP were unable to emulsify any NAPL phase. This 
demonstrated the significance of the polymer architecture to achieve NAPL targetability. 
Highly controllable triblock architecture thus has the potential to optimize the transport 
and targeting ability of the RNIP.  Optimization of the polymer architecture is continuing 
under a separate grant from the U.S. National Science Foundation. 
 
2.4 Particle Reactivity  
Nano sized Fe0 particles favorable for the rapid degradation of trichloroethene (TCE), 
including a high surface area normalized reaction rate constant for TCE reduction at 
various contamination levels (part-per-million plume concentrations up to DNAPL 
saturation), formation of fully dechlorinated nontoxic products, high accessibility (more 
than 50%) of the Fe0 in the particles, stable reactivity over the lifetime of the particles, 
and only minor effects of groundwater constituents on the particle reactivity.  The effect 
of the polymer modification on particle reactivity is relatively minor, even for high the 
molecular weight polymers with the architecture used in this study.  NZVI treatment of 
DNAPL source areas is preferred over their use in groundwater plumes where the 
contaminants are present at low concentration.  
 
 

Figure 9b. Optical micrograph of the 
heptane/water emulsion phase sampled 
from a preparation containing 0.50 
mg/mL of PSS-Si particles and a 1:5 
heptane/water ratio. 
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Figure 10. Micrographs of emulsified TCE (a-b) and dodecane (c) droplets in water 
stabilized by raw PMAA42-PMMA26-PSS462 triblock copolymer-modified iron 
nanoparticles and TCE (d) by fractionated PMAA42-PMMA26-PSS462 triblock copolymer-
modified iron nanoparticles. 
 
 
The particle reactivity is discussed below following four major sections, (a) the reactivity 
of nanoiron with different properties and a discussion of the particle properties of 
nanoiron mostly influencing their reactivity; (b) the lifetime and reactivity of RNIP; (c) the 
effect of groundwater constituents on the lifetime and reactivity of RNIP; and (d) the 
reactivity of RNIP with polymer surface modification.   
 
Reactivity of nanoiron with different properties and a discussion of the particle 
properties of nanoiron mostly influencing their reactivity.  The reactivity and efficiency of 
FeB and RNIP were compared, and the differences in their reactivity were attributed to 
specific particle properties (Liu et al, 2005a, 2005b).  Both Fe/B and RNIP are highly 
reactive and rapidly transform trichloroethylene (TCE) to nontoxic compounds.  The 
primary differences between the particle types are summarized in Table 4. 
 
Fe/B: The reactions, which were complete in <5 days, transformed TCE to ethane.  
Adding H2 increased the TCE dechlorination rate and doubled the TCE degraded, which 
was more than could be achieved if Fe0 were the only reductant (Figure 11).  This 
indicates the ability of Fe/B to activate H2 and to use it for TCE dechlorination.  Fe0 was 
completely accessible and used. The concomitant and complete release of boron from 
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the particles suggested the oxidative dissolution of the FeB particles during their 
reaction with TCE. 
 

Table 4.  Differences in reactivity between FeB and RNIP. 
 

 FeB FeBcr RNIP 

H2 production in water High & fast Low & slow Low & slow 

H2 activation Yes No No 

Products 

(main product) 

Mostly saturated 

(ethane) 

Unsaturated 

(acetylene) 

Unsaturated 

(acetylene) 

Fe0 accessibility complete incomplete incomplete 

 
 Using excess iron (which represents their use in a contaminant plume at low TCE 
concentration), Fe/B transformed TCE into ethane (80%) and C3-C6 coupling products 
with a surface-area normalized rate constant (1.4×10-2 L·hr-1·m-2) that is ~4-fold higher 
than RNIP (3.1×10-3 L·hr-1·m-2). Using limited iron (which represents their use in a 
DNAPL source zone with high TCE concentration), Fe/B transformed TCE into ethane 
(70%) and C3-C6 coupling products. The reaction displayed zero-order kinetics without 
deactivation. All Fe0 in the Fe/B particles was accessible for TCE dechlorination and 92 
wt. % (±0.7%) of the Fe0 was used to reduce TCE.  H2 evolved from Fe/B with TCE 
presence was used to reduce TCE and adding H2 to the reactor increased both the rate 
and efficiency of TCE dechlorination, indicating that a catalytic hydrodechlorination 
pathway exists.  Termination of the reaction with sufficient H2 remaining indicated that 
the catalyst may be Fe0 or a transient Fe-(hydr)oxide phase. 
 
FeBcr.  Annealing FeB caused the particles to become more crystalline.  The reactivity of 
crystalline FeBcr and RNIP (below) were similar and different from FeB even though 
FeBcr has a more similar chemical composition with FeB than RNIP.  H2 was no longer 
activated and used to transform TCE.  TCE was transformed mainly into acetylene, 
reducing the amount of Fe0 needed per mol TCE degraded into half than with FeB.  
However, ~40% of the Fe0 was inaccessible which counteracted this efficiency.   
 
RNIP: RNIP yielded the unsaturated product acetylene under iron limited conditions and 
ethylene using excess iron. Reactions displayed pseudo-first-order kinetics for both 
cases. Acetylene was the main intermediate and indicated that β-elimination was the 
dominant TCE reduction pathway for RNIP. Adding H2 did not change the reaction rate 
of efficiency of RNIP particles. Reaction rates, pathways, and products distribution 
indicate that RNIP behaves as micro-scale iron filings for TCE dechlorination. 
 
The observed differences between FeB and RNIP/FeBcr were attributed to the degree of 
crystallinity of the particles.  The amorphous (crystallites ≤1nm) structure gave FeB the 
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ability to activate H2, and resulted in saturated products (e.g. ethane).  Crystallizing the 
Fe/B took away this ability, and resulted in the formation of unsaturated products (e.g. 
acetylene), incomplete use of Fe0, and lower reactivity.  The chemical composition 
(presence or absence of boron) plays a less important role.  Crystalline nanoiron 
therefore behaves likes micron sized iron, and the TCE reduction reaction was faster 
due only to the higher surface area the smaller particles posses.   
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Figure 11. Total TCE products formed in reactions with FeB and FeBcr. 
 
Lifetime and reactivity of RNIP and the effect of groundwater constituents on the lifetime 
and reactivity of nanoiron.  In the subsurface, nanoiron can be oxidized by TCE 
(desired) or by other competing oxidants such as H+ which is reduced to H2 
(undesirable since RNIP cannot activate and use H2).  The reaction order of H2 
evolution with respect to Fe0 and with respect to [H+] was determined in batch reactors 
to understand the geochemical factors controlling its lifetime under different pH 
conditions.  Similarly, the reaction order of TCE dechlorination with respect to Fe0 and 
with respect to [H+] was quantified in order to accurately predict the lifetime of RNIP 
under in situ conditions.  RNIP reactivity for TCE reduction over particle lifetime at low 
TCE concentrations was assessed.  The resulting reaction orders are summarized in 
Table 5 and a summary is provided below.   Additional details can be found in Liu and 
Lowry, 2006. 
 

Table 5. Reaction orders of H2 evolution and TCE reduction 
Reaction order with respect to  

Fe0 content H+ concentration 
H2 evolution First-order First-order 

TCE reduction Near zero-order Near zero-order 
 
First order H2 evolution with respect to Fe0 content and [H+].  A pseudo-first-order rate of 
H2 evolution from RNIP having a Fe0 content of 27 wt% at pH 8.9 was observed over a 
280-day period (Figure 12a).  The reaction rate constant kobs,H2 = 3.1±1.8 ×10-3 day-1 
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and the half life time ranged from 140 to 530 days.  The first order reaction with respect 
to Fe0, i.e. d[H2]/dt = kobs,H2·[Fe0], was confirmed as the initial H2 production rate was 
proportional to the initial Fe0 content.  The exponential decrease (i.e. first-order decay) 
of Fe0 content over 2 years of exposure to water with kobs, Fe0 = 6.0±2.1 ×10-3 day-1 
further supporting the first order H2 production with respect to Fe0 content.    
 
At different pH (6.5, 7.0, 7.5, 8.0, 8.5, and 8.9), the H2 evolution from RNIP with a Fe0 
content of 9.6 wt% was pseudo-first-order with respect to the Fe0 content.  The H2 
evolution rate decreased with increasing pH between pH 6.5 to 8.0, but increases above 
pH=8 had no additional effect (Figure 12b).  The Fe0 was consumed (which reflects the 
particle lifetime) in two weeks at pH ≤7.5, but particle lifetimes were as high as 9 months 
at pH≥8.0.  Thus, the groundwater pH will play a significant role controlling the lifetime 
of RNIP in the subsurface, particularly when used for plume treatment at low TCE 
concentration. 
 

a)  b)  
 
Figure 12.  a) The first order H2 production with respect to Fe0 content (from 500mg/L 
RNIP with 27% Fe0 content; data are from duplicate reactors); b) the first order H2 
production with respect to [H+] (from 300mg/L RNIP with 9.6% Fe0 content, in the 
presence of 50mM HEPES to buffer solutions to desired pH). 
 
Near zero-order TCE reaction with respect to Fe0 content and [H+].  Focusing on the 
long-term behavior shown in Figure 13,a, kobs,TCE (open symbols) did not decrease 
appreciably as the Fe0 content of RNIP (filled symbols) decreased during reaction/aging 
in water.  The moderate increase in kobs,TCE over the 7 month period is due to a 
decrease of pH in the reactor due to the reduction of TCE and formation of HCl.  The 
relatively constant kobs,TCE over the life of the particles (hence a wide range of Fe0 
content, e.g. from 48% to 9.6%) suggests that the reaction with TCE is essentially zero 
order with respect to Fe0 (particle age).  RNIP continues to degrade TCE at a stable 
reaction rate constant until the Fe0 content reaches <5%, and indicated that nearly all of 
the Fe0 can be utilized.     
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a)  b)  
 
Figure 13. a) Fe0 content (filled symbols) and surface area normalized TCE reaction 
rate constants (kobs, TCE, 10-3L·hr-1·m-2, open symbols) over the lifetime of Fe48% and 
Fe9.6%.  RNIP is 2g/L; b) TCE reaction rate constant kobs, TCE vs. pH.    
 
The TCE reaction rate constant with RNIP (9.6 wt% Fe0) content increased 
monotonically as the pH decreased from 8.9 to 6.5.  Decreasing pH from 8.9 to 6.5 
resulted in a doubling of the observed TCE reaction rate constant, which is an order of 
magnitude less than the increase for kH2 over the same pH range.  A linear relationship 
between the logarithm of reaction rate constant and pH was obtained (Figure 13b).  The 
slope indicates the 0.16 reaction order of TCE degradation with respect to [H+], 
representing a weak dependence on pH and that H+ is not a dominant part of the rate 
limiting step of TCE dechlorination by RNIP (Liu and Lowry, 2006).   
 
These studied indicate that the solution pH is the critical factor influencing the lifetime of 
RNIP nanoiron, e.g. RNIP loses reactivity in less than two weeks at pH 6.5 while it 
remains reactive for several months at pH 8.9.  RNIP reactivity for TCE reduction is 
weakly dependent on particle age or solution pH and thus the RNIP is expected to have 
high reactivity as fresh particles over the lifetime.  The difference between the reaction 
orders for H2 evolution and TCE dechlorination with respect to Fe0 content and [H+] can 
be attributed to differences in the rate controlling steps for each reaction.   
 
 
Effect of groundwater constituents on the lifetime and reactivity of RNIP.  Groundwater 
constituents, including varying TCE concentrations, individual groundwater solutes, and 
the solutes contained in synthetic and natural groundwater, affected TCE reduction and 
H2 evolution differently.  H2 evolution was generally unaffected except in the presence of 
high concentrations of competing oxidants.  TCE reduction was more affected, however, 
the (inhibitory) effect of the groundwater constituents was usually small and at most a 
factor of 7. 
 
Effect on TCE concentration and groundwater solutes on H2 evolution.  The H2 evolution 
rate at pH 7.0 (final pH ~7.4) was relatively unaffected by the presence of TCE 
compared to the absence of TCE (Figure 14).  However, the total H2 evolved was lower 
and stopped earlier as the TCE concentration increased.  H2 evolution stopped at 6 
days, 18days, and 54days when H2 accounted for 7%, 23%, and 40% of the Fe0 in the 
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particles (assuming Fe0  Fe3O4) at TCE concentrations of 8.4 mM, 1.3mM, and 
0.46mM, respectively.  Particle reactive lifetime was estimated ~10 days and 40 days at 
TCE concentrations of 8.4 mM (saturation) and 1.3mM respectively as thereafter TCE 
reduction was no longer observed.   
 
H2 evolution was not affected by the presence (5mN) of individual non-redox-reactive 
groundwater anion Cl-, SO4

2-, HCO3
-, H2PO4

-, nor by the solutes in synthetic and natural 
groundwater water, relative to H2 evolution in deionized water.  A very high 
concentration (5mN) of NO3

- completely terminated H2 evolution in the first two days, 
and presumably due to the formation of a passivating layer as the pH increased to >11.  
These results indicate that the lifetime of RNIP should not be affected by the presence 
of common non-redox active groundwater solutes.  Details of these studies are to 
appear in Liu et al., 2007.  
 

 
Figure 14.  Effect of TCE concentrations at 670mg/L Fe48% RNIP, pH = 7.0 buffered 
with 50mM HEPES on H2 evolution rates. 

 
Effect of TCE concentration and groundwater solutes on the rate of TCE reduction.  
TCE reduction remained pseudo-first-order with respect to TCE over a TCE 
concentration range from 0.027mM to 1.3mM.  The TCE reaction rate constants (kTCE) 
decreased at higher TCE concentrations, but by less than a factor of 2 while the TCE 
concentration increased ~300-fold from 0.027 to 8.4mM.  The stable reaction rate 
constant corresponds to an increased initial TCE reaction rates with increasing TCE 
concentration, indicating a more rapid reduction in TCE mass at the DNAPL source 
area (high concentration) relative to a plume (low concentration). 
 
The presence of redox-competing oxidants such as nitrate affected TCE reduction by 
NZVI, but only when present at very high concentration.  Nitrate present at 0.2mN and 
1mN NO3

- did not affect the TCE reduction rate despite an increase in the reactor pH to 
~10.  NO3

- present at 5mM stopped the TCE reaction after only 2 days, presumably due 
to stimulating the formation of a passivating iron oxide layer (pH=11).   
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The addition of individual anions (5 mN) decreased NZVI reactivity with TCE in 
increasing order Cl- < SO4

2- < HCO3
- < HPO4

2- (Figure 15a).  The inhibition by 
phosphate in the form of HPO4

2-
(aq) on the TCE reaction was 7-fold from 5.3×10-3L·hr-

1·m-2 without solutes to 0.76×10-3L·hr-1·m-2.  The order of the effect is consistent with the 
affinity of anion complexation to hydrous ferric oxide (HFO) Cl- < SO4

2- < HCO3
- < 

HPO4
2- at pH 8.9 based on their reported stability constants, and thus the blockage of 

the access of TCE to surface reactive sites by the anions complexation with Fe(II) and 
Fe(III) is likely responsible to this decline of TCE reduction rates. 
 
The relatively minor effect of the presence of various concentration of TCE on H2 
evolution as well as the small effect of the presence of ≤1mM NO3

- on both TCE 
reduction and H2 evolution indicates that the presence of these solutes will not 
significantly affect the application of RNIP in the field. This was further validated using 
groundwater from a DoD site at Paris Island, SC.  The groundwater (GW) contained 
commonly encountered anions, Cl-, SO4

2-, and HCO3
- balanced by the main cations 

Na+, Ca2+, and Mg2+ (Table 6).  TCE reaction rate constant in Paris Island GW was ~7 
times smaller than in DI water (Figure 15b).  Reaction with the synthesized groundwater 
(SGW) with the same inorganic composition as the GW was also adversely affected but 
to a smaller extent, indicating the solutes alone are not responsible for the observed 
decline in NZVI reactivity with TCE.   It is likely that the presence of organic carbon in 
the groundwater (9.6 mg/L) was responsible for the additional decrease in reactivity. 
 

Table 6.  Paris Island, SC groundwater quality. 
 

Parameter Ca2+ K+ Mg2+ Na+ HCO3
- Cl- SO4

2- NO3
- pH TOC 

mM 0.89 0.04 0.45 6.09 1.18 5.32 1.23 ND a 6.0  
mg/L 35.5 1.48 10.8 140 72.1 189 118 ND a  9.6 
a ND: non-detected, measured using ion chromatography at CEE lab at CMU. 

 
Effect of polymer modifiers on RNIP reactivity with TCE.  RNIP particles remained 
reactive when surface modifiers (polymer or surfactant) were added to prevent particle 
aggregation and improve particle transportability in groundwater system.  Compared to 
that using bear RNIP without polymer modification, the TCE reduction was inhibited to 
up to a factor of 10 using RNIP modified with polymers at concentrations which provide 
sufficient stability for nanoiron suspension,.  The inhibition by the polymer coatings 
depended on the polymer type.  In comparison to the bare RNIP, surface modification 
by SDBS, tri-block copolymers with PSS-462 and with PSS-650 decreased the TCE 
dechlorination rate by a factor of 4 for SDBS and PSS-462, and a factor of 9 for PSS-
650 (Figure 16). The decrease in the TCE dechlorination rate by the surface modifiers 
correlates with increasing colloidal stability, PSS-650>PSS-462~SDBS, and with the 
molecular weight of the modifier used. These results indicate that stabilization and 
reactivity must both be taken into consideration when choosing polymer/surfactant types 
for particle modification as increased stability comes at the price of decreased reactivity 
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a)  
b)  
 

Figure 15. TCE reduction using 2g/L RNIP (without added buffer), initial CTCE = 
0.027mM; a) in the presence of individual 5mN non-competing anions Cl-, SO4

2-, HCO3
-, 

HPO4
2-; b) in synthesized groundwater and natural groundwater. 

 
 

 
Figure 16.  The effect of polymer and surfactant modification on RNIP reactivity for TCE 
reduction. 
 
 
2.5  Particle Mobility 
Transport studies were conducted in water saturated columns to better understand the 
geochemical factors affecting the mobility of bare and polymer-modified RNIP.  
Experiments were also conducted with partial DNAPL saturation to assess the ability of 
polymer-modified RNIP to target DNAPL in situ.  Columns used AGSCO silica sand 
(ASTM D-1556) with an effective porosity of 0.33.  RNIP modified with 1) triblock 
copolymers alone, 2) SDBS surfactant and 3) polyaspartate (MRNIP supplied by Toda 
America, Inc.) were used. To elucidate the operable filtration mechanisms, the pore 
scale transport behavior of the particles was observed using micro-fluidic flow cells, and 
direct nanoiron-silica sand grain interactions were probed by using a Quartz Crystal 
Microbalance (QCM) to measure nanoiron adsorption to a silica-coated substrate. 
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Detailed methods are described in Saleh et al. 2007 and are to appear in Saleh et al., 
2007b.   
 
Mobility of bare and modified RNIP. RNIP (bare and modified) mobility through sand-
packed columns (10-cm) was evaluated at high (3g/L) particle loadings and low ionic 
strength (1 mM) to represent injection conditions into a contaminated sandy aquifer. The 
eluted mass for each of the particles is shown in Figure 17.  At 3 g/L, bare RNIP was 
essentially immobile (1.4 ± 3% mass elution) through a 10-cm saturated sand column at 
low ionic strength. Retrieving the sand from the column and analyzing for iron revealed 
that most particles were trapped within the first 1 to 2 cm of the column.  However, the 
mobility of bare RNIP depended on the particle concentration.  At low concentration 
(180 mg/L) more than half of the particles eluted from the column, but elutability 
decreased as the particle concentration increased, and is highly inefficient (<2%) at the 
concentration required to make field application economical (3 g/L).  At this 
concentration, the higher particle collision frequency makes RNIP aggregation rapid and 
may promote cake filtration.  MRNIP, polymer- and SDBS-modified RNIP elution was 
greater, where the triblock copolymer and MRNIP eluted at 95% and 98%, respectively 
(Figure 17).  SDBS was not as effective as the polymer but still improved RNIP elution to 
48%.  These results indicate that surface modification is essential for reasonable 
transport at the high particle concentrations needed to be effective for field application, 
even at low ionic strength. 
 

 
Figure 17. Particle elution and effect of modifiers. 
 
 
Effect of Ionic Strength on Mobility.  Coatings that improve colloidal stability primarily by 
increasing the surface charge of the particles (electrostatic stabilization) are susceptible 
to changes in the solution ionic composition and strength. Groundwater typically 
contains a variety of cations and anions due to dissolution of minerals or anthropogenic 
inputs, and groundwater ionic strengths can range from a few mM up to several hundred 
mM. Increasing the ionic strength of the suspension screens the surface charge of 
colloidal particles and thus reduces EDL repulsion. The elution data for bare and 
modified RNIP at different ionic strength is shown in Figure 18. Adding a monovalent 1:1 
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electrolyte (NaCl) to increase the ionic strength from 1 to100 mM significantly decreased 
the mobility of modified RNIP.  SDBS-modified RNIP and MRNIP mobility decreased 
significantly as the ionic strength is increased. Both of the PMAA-PMMA-PSS triblock 
copolymer-modified RNIP particles, however, eluted (~50%) even at 100mM [Na+].  
Triblock copolymer-modified RNIP elution was superior to either MRNIP or SDBS-
modified RNIP at any ionic strength examined, indicating that electrosteric repulsions 
afforded by large molecular weight polyelectrolytes are preferable for RNIP transport at 
moderate or high ionic strength.  Divalent cations, such as Mg2+ and Ca2+ present in 
groundwater had an even greater effect as they were more efficient at compressing the 
EDL. An in depth investigation of the effect of concentration of monovalent and divalent 
cations on the mobility of the particles is addressed below. 
 

 
Figure 18. Effect of ionic strength (monovalent cations) on nanoiron transport 
 
Pore-scale Understanding of the Transport/Filtration Mechanisms. To better understand 
the filtration mechanisms and the reasons for the enhanced transport of modified 
nanoiron relative to bare nanoiron, saturated sand-filled microfluidic flow cells equipped 
with a digital camera were used to observe RNIP filtration.  A Quartz crystal 
microbalance (QCM), where particle adsorption to a silica surface was monitored as a 
function of time, was used to qualitatively determine the “stickiness” of bare and 
modified RNIP to quartz surfaces.  Together, these techniques were able to distinguish 
between straining due to aggregation, and filtration due to attachment to sand grains. 
 Images from the micro-fluidic cell during transport of bare RNIP indicate that 
RNIP particles stick to the silica surface (Figure 19a). The size of primary RNIP particles 
is below the optical resolution of the microscope, so it is evident that RNIP aggregates 
were present and adhered to the sand grains. A time series of microscope images 
(Figure 19b-c) indicated that after the initial attachment of RNIP, RNIP subsequently 
attached to previously attached RNIP aggregates, rather than to bare regions of the 
sand surface. This implies that the particle-particle interactions for bare RNIP are 
stronger than for RNIP-sand grain interactions. This is consistent with the observations 
for RNIP aggregation and the magnitude of the magnetic attractive forces for these 
particles.  Continued RNIP attachment eventually resulted in pore plugging (Figure 19d).  
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Polymer modified RNIP was also used in such flow cell experiments, and the particles 
did not attach to sand surfaces and pore plugging did not occur. This behavior suggests 
that clean bed filtration models that typically consider only particle-sand grain 
interactions may not be appropriate for describing nanoiron transport. Rather, filter 
ripening models that consider particle-particle interactions and attachment are more 
suitable. 
 

 
Figure 19 a-d. Micro-fluidic cell time-series images showing straining and subsequent 
pore-plugging of nanoiron.  
 
 The importance of particle-sand grain interactions (attachment) in predicting 
nanoiron mobility was further demonstrated by the QCM data for particle adhesion to a 
silica-coated crystal in 1 mM NaHCO3 solutions (Figure 20). The downward shift in 
crystal resonant frequency change (indicating direct particle attachment to the silica) is 
significantly higher for bare RNIP than for either MRNIP, PMAA-PMMA-PSS polymer-
modified RNIP, or SDBS-modified RNIP. Thus the sticking coefficient and attachment 
efficiency of bare RNIP should be higher than for the other particles, which is consistent 
with the elution data and microfluidic cell data. The relative affinity for silica surfaces as 
determined by QCM (polymer-RNIP < MRNIP < SDBS-RNIP << bare RNIP) correlated 
well with the transport results and demonstrates that particle-collector grain attachment 
is important but effectively eliminated by electrosterically stabilizing RNIP with the 
polymer. 
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Figure 20. QCM frequency shift curves demonstrating effect of modifiers on nanoiron 
adsorption to silica.  
 
Effect of modifiers on transport for varying mono and di-valent cations. To investigate 
the effects of varying ionic strength, transport experiments were conducted in a 60 cm 
long column and pore water velocity of 28 m/day.  Low particle concentrations (30 mg/L) 
were used to better understand the effect of ionic strength and composition on particle 
attachment.  A pulse of particles was injected into the column at varying Na+ and Ca2+ 
concentration, followed by flush water with the same ionic strength and composition. 
Particles were constantly sonicated until injecting to the column to keep them dispersed. 
Surface modifiers evaluated were triblock copolymers, SDBS, and polyaspartate 
(MRNIP supplied by Toda America, Inc.). Breakthrough data were colleted and 
subsequently analyzed using a single collector efficiency model. Details of the 
experiments and results are to appear in Saleh et al., 2007b).  A typical breakthrough 
curve is shown in Figure 21a-b.  Increasing the ionic strength decreased particle elution 
as expected, and the effect is greater for Ca2+ than for Na+ as expected. The triblock 
copolymer modified RNIP had breakthrough at [Na+] as high as 1M and [Ca2+] as high 
as 100mM. A single collector efficiency model was applied to the breakthrough data and 
sticking coefficients were calculated in order to compare the resistance of each modifier 
to changes in ionic strength. Figure 22a-c shows the data and fitted curves for different 
mono and di-valent cation concentration. 

These curves show two critical parameters for assessing the mobility of the 
modified particles; the critical deposition concentration (maximum salt concentration at 
which sticking coefficient will reach unity) and the slope of the curve which indicates the 
sensitivity of the particles to increases in salt concentration. The triblock copolymer 
modified RNIP is the most effective modifier for transport having the highest CDC values 
for both Na+ and Ca2+. Polyaspartate, which is a lower molecular weight polymer, was 
the next best modifier followed by SDBS surfactant, consistent with the elutability 
studies. 
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Figure 21a-b.  Breakthrough curves for triblock copolymer-modified RNIP in the 
presence of varying concentrations of Na+ and Ca2+. 
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2.6  Developing numerical models to predict transport. 
The diffusion rates of nanoscale particles, particularly in inhomogeneous environments 
such as water/DNAPL interfaces, are sensitive to the microscopic particle structure. 
Their structure is challenging to fully characterize experimentally, so computer 
simulations on molecular length-scales (Brownian Dynamics (BD) simulations) were 
conducted to describe the dynamics and structure of polymer-grafted metal 
nanoparticles.  These simulations will provide parametric inputs for macroscale 
simulations of particle transport in porous media. 
 
Modeling a nanoparticle.  Simulating the Brownian Dynamics of a solid nanoparticle in a 
solvent was somewhat more challenging than simply reproducing the known 
translational diffusivity of solid particles, since we aimed to correctly describe the 
dynamics of polymers grafted to the particle. As a result, the description of the solid 
particle must reproduce the correct translational and rotational diffusivities. Furthermore, 
the rigid nature of the particle must be included in the simulation. These tasks were 
accomplished by performing BD simulations of a set of nodes distributed on the surface 
of the nanoparticle subject to distance constraints (Ryckaert et al, 1977; Ciccotti et al., 
1982; Liu, 1989; Doyle et al., 1997). 
 
BD simulations of bare particles incorporating hydrodynamic interactions. We defined 
the diffusion tensor in terms of a modified form of the Rotne-Prager-Yamakawa 
formulation (Rotne and Prager, 1969; de la Torre and Bloomfield, 1977). Correlated 
random numbers were obtained by performing a Chebyshev series expansion of the 
square root of the diffusion tensor as described by Fixman (Fixman, 1986) and 
implemented by others (Kroger et al, 2000; Jendrejack et al, 2000). We tested the 
translational and rotational diffusions of a bare particle and compared them to 
theoretical predictions, as Figure 23 shows.  The bead radius affected the diffusion 
properties of the particle. As the number of beads was increased, and the bead radius 
was decreased, the predicted hydrodynamic radius approached the theoretical limit. 
Moreover, we found that we could account for the bead radius effect on the diffusion by 
a simple formula, enabling us to tailor the design such that the simulation gave the 
correct hydrodynamic radius for the bare particle. 
 
BD simulations of stabilized nanoparticles.  Since we are looking for a representation of 
a stabilized particle with a limited number of beads, there must be then a balance 
between the number of beads representing the particle and polymer bead size. If the 
number of particle beads was small, we had to compensate by making the polymer 
beads larger in size to be able to occupy space, and thus be able to extend outwards. 
We tested the model against data for the hydrodynamic radius of a polystyrene-
stabilized silica particle from Savin et al. (Savin et al, 2002) as Figure 24 shows. As 
expected, compensation in terms of polymer bead size was necessary in order to have 
an agreement with experimental data. Similar simulations were carried out using 
different number of particle beads. The information obtained from those simulations was 
used to model systems with various grafting densities.  
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Figure 23. Hydrodynamic radius (Rh) vs. number of beads (N) representing the 
bare particle. The triangles are results from calculation of Rh using translational 
diffusion, while the diamond-shaped symbols are obtained from rotational 
diffusion calculations. The radius of the bare particle is unity, while the radius of 
the beads on the particle surface decreases with the increase of the number of 
beads. 
 
   

              
Figure 24. Hydrodynamic radius (Rh) vs. molecular weight of grafted polystyrene 
chains. Nb denotes the number of beads that represent the bare particle. 

 
 
Modeling the hydrophile and the hydrophobe. Both of the hydrophile and the 
hydrophobe portions of the block copolymer were modeled as a polymer chain that has 
a different structure in good and poor solvent environments. We model water as being a 
medium that is a good solvent for polystyrene sulfonate (PSS), and a poor solvent for 
PMMA. On the other hand, we modeled TCE as a medium that is a good solvent for 
PMMA and a poor solvent for PSS. Modeling a good solvent was carried out using a 
“soft” exponential potential function, while modeling a poor solvent condition was carried 
out using Morse potential. 
 
Modeling the polyelectrolyte. For the block copolymer components, the hydrophilic 
portion (PSS) is a polyelectrolyte. Thus, we used  a special description for the 
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electrostatic forces. We used the Debye Huckel model to describe those forces, as was 
also done in other simulation studies (Ullner, 2003; Hayashi et al, 2003). In addition, we 
employed Trizac prescription (Trizac et al, 2003; Alexander et al., 1984) for charge 
renormalization to calculate the charge per bead (here a bead represents a given 
number of monomer units). 
 
Modeling the liquid-liquid interface. The interface was modeled because both mediums 
(water and TCE) were implicitly modeled in Brownian Dynamics simulations. The large 
scale of the nanoparticle and the polymer chains in relation to a solvent molecule 
prohibited the modeling of such molecules directly in our situation. We started from an 
approach introduced by Dickinson and coworkers (Wijmans and Dickinson, 1999; 
Pugnaloni et al., 2003; Pugnaloni et al, 2004) to describe proteins in the presence of an 
interface, and modified their approach to allow for a more detailed description of a block 
copolymer at an interface. The potential that described the interface was tailored to 
describe the preferred environment of both homopolymers. 
 
Modeling the stabilized particle in the presence of an oil-water interface.  Results were 
obtained for a stabilized particles in the presence of an oil-water interface. A particle 
with a radius of 10 nm was stabilized by a block copolymer: PMMA150-PSS150. The 
grafting density that was chosen here was 12 polymer chains per particle. The interface 
is at the plane at z = 0.0. The water domain is at z<0, while the oil domain is at z>0. 
Periodic boundary conditions were employed. We assumed that the water had a salt 
concentration of 1mM. Figure 25 shows the movement of the particle in the oil-water 
domain. While the movement in the x and y directions was random, the particle was 
pinned slightly below the interface at the water region, indicating that particles modified 
with this polymer should have a thermodynamic affinity for the oil/water interface as was 
observed for particles  modified with polymers of a similar architecture. Measurements 
of the polymer structure and the translational diffusivity of the composite particle 
provided information that can be closely related to the experimental data available from 
light scattering in future studies. 
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Figure 25. Results for a stabilized particle in the presence of oil-water interface. 
Parts (a)-(c) show the z, y and x co-ordinates of different trajectories of the center 
of mass of the particle (shown in different colors) with respect to time. Part (d) 
shows a snapshot of the particle. The red color in part (d) represents PMMA, 
while the green color represents PSS.  
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